
Step 2: 
intention

- Which mindset are you? 
- Mastering Your Daily Mindset 
- Gratitude Practice 
- Name Your Fear 
- Living, On Purpose



How Will You Measure Your Life?  

Harvard Business Professor Clayton M. Christensen in the Harvard Business Review, delivers advice to graduating students 
using his own brand of Socratic coaxing, mainly focusing on three questions for his HBS students.  

“…First, how can I be sure that I’ll be happy in my career? Second, how can I be sure that my relationships with my 
spouse and my family become an enduring source of happiness? Third, how can I be sure I’ll stay out of jail? Though 
the last question sounds lighthearted, it’s not. Two of the 32 people in my Rhodes scholar class spent time in jail. Jeff 
Skilling of Enron fame was a classmate of mine at HBS. 

…For me, having a clear purpose in my life has been essential. But it was something I had to think long and hard about 
before I understood it. When I was a Rhodes scholar, I was in a very demanding academic program, trying to cram an 
extra year’s worth of work into my time at Oxford. I decided to spend an hour every night reading, thinking, and 
praying about why God put me on this earth. That was a very challenging commitment to keep, because every hour I 
spent doing that, I wasn’t studying applied econometrics. I was conflicted about whether I could really afford to take 
that time away from my studies, but I stuck with it—and ultimately figured out the purpose of my life. 

Had I instead spent that hour each day learning the latest techniques for mastering the problems of autocorrelation in 
regression analysis, I would have badly misspent my life. 

…I apply the tools of econometrics a few times a year, but I apply my knowledge of the purpose of my life every day. It’s 
the single most useful thing I’ve ever learned. I promise my students that if they take the time to figure out their life 
purpose, they’ll look back on it as the most important thing they discovered at HBS. If they don’t figure it out, they will 
just sail off without a rudder and get buffeted in the very rough seas of life. Clarity about their purpose will trump 
knowledge of activity-based costing, balanced scorecards, core competence, disruptive innovation, the four Ps, and 
the five forces.”

The Importance of Purpose
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Living, On Purpose

No Dogma 
Every man feels and lives a more fulfilling life if he has found and is giving his gift to the world. 

Without any religiosity or dogma – this means doing what we feel we were meant to do with 
our one life. For many men, to live “on purpose” is to align their role in society with their 
ultimate desire – whether that’s starting that business, climbing Everest, gaining recognition for 
their art, or accomplishing that rare feat that only he knows is deep within him. 

“Purpose” is personal. In this case we are not talking about the purpose for the world’s existence 
- everyone is allowed their own answer for that one. Assuming we are all embodied here for 
one lifetime apiece, we all have one opportunity to get this whole “living” thing in order.  

 
What is the difference between living on Purpose, and surviving? 

A certain amount of survival is basic instinct that is absolutely necessary. When choosing how to 
live our lives, a balance must be struck between basic survival and purposeful living.  

When we are truly living, we feel fulfilled, we feel connected, we feel blessed, we feel in the 
moment, and ultimately we feel alive.  The difference between living and surviving has 
everything to do with your singular, exclusive purpose and passion on this earth.  Your 
passions can be anything from hang-gliding to analyzing comic books to racing a new 
Maserati to feeding the hungry.   

We all know what survival feels like… it feels like the times in our lives when days blend into each 
other with the same routine, or we put our own fulfillment off for another day, or we clinch our 
teeth and hope someday we’ll get to those dreams when we have a little more time. 

Purpose is not actually that complicated. A man who has found and lives his purpose has simply 
decided on a direction to walk each day that inspires him to be authentically himself. 
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How Do I Find and Use Purpose?

The Role of your Purpose 
Purpose is a point on your Compass, not on your Map 
• Make decisions based on the fulfillment of your purpose. 
• Celebrate the journey. The victories, the challenges, the defeats. 
• Each day, commit yourself to taking one step in the direction of your purpose.  

Develop clarity about your purpose.

Start Here
Layers of Purpose 
A purpose rarely shows itself entirely at first. We get glimpses 

of it throughout life. If we commit ourselves to taking 
steps with it as our guide, we will find a place at some 
point when there is more purpose at another level that 
feels just a little different than it did at the previous level.  

When we reach a new breakthrough, it’s time to dig deeper.  

At each level there are new skills, new joys, new challenges, 
new relationships, and new realizations that will help us in 
some level further along in our lives.  

Follow your compass, don’t rush through a level, and when 
the compass comes up funny... it’s time to dig deeper... 
and it’s time to celebrate.
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Set Your Compass

Feelings of Living On Purpose Feelings of Living Off Purpose

Our best barometers for knowing when we’re truly on our purpose are our feelings. As life constantly contracts and 
expands, we may bounce between these feelings; but with some accountability it is easier to make adjustments after 
we see, feel, and hear ourselves. 

Use this list as a compass for your life. If you know these feelings, you can start to listen to your intuition. You can stop right 
before you make a decision and see if you’re feeling more on or off purpose… then make a decision with clarity.

Examples: 
Living On Purpose feels... 
Present. Directed. In the moment. Passionate. Eyes Wide Open. Connected. Voluntary. Courageous. Inspiring. 

Gutsy. Fun. Full. Relaxing. Like that time when I was 20 and knew what I wanted from the world. 

Living Off Purpose feels... 
Instinctual. Passive. Basic. Involuntary. Blinders On. Mildly Connected. The Void. Asleep at the Wheel. Foggy. 

Dispassionate. Okay. Blank. Stressful. Like when I lose track of time and a year slips by… like my goals don’t 
inspire me at all.
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My Purpose

Some of  you have asked me, “what’s your Purpose?” It only feels fair to share that with you. Since I think in visual metaphors 
and tactile kinesthetic language… I created the visual and story below to help show my journey.  

Boiled down… Essentially my purpose is to increase connection and the acceptance of  Otherness among men.
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I started working toward ending sexual 
violence, because I had a friend who 
survived a violent sexual assault. 

That led me to look for the root cause, to 
try to “nip it in the bud.” Sexual violence 
grows out of  sexism. So I worked toward 
ending sexism for 4-5 years.  

While I was working in that world, I found 
that there are a few other connected forms 
of  entitlement (racism, fanaticism, elitism)
… which meant there must be something 
deeper. 

So I went further down and found that 
there was a numbness (and entitlement) 
mainly among men. Since numbness is 
usually a reaction or response, I went 
looking for the cause-effect link. 

That’s where I found xenophobia… the 
fear of  otherness. At this point, I’m 
working toward helping men accept the 
otherness within themselves and those 
around them… which led me to another 
tree altogether. 

How do you solve for Fear of  Otherness? 
You focus on Acceptance of  Otherness. I 
found through my research and experience 
that out of  acceptance grew connection, 
which is the opposite of  numbness. I 
realized then, that I had a mirror image 
and I was probably on the right path. 

So this is what I teach…  
Start with establishing fundamental trust, 
safety and acceptance (of  self, then of  
others). That soil will create the main 
trunk, or conduit to empowerment: 
connection. Connection unfurls into 
branches of  processes like accountability, 
introspection, respect, empathy, and 
awareness. From those limbs come the 
fruits of  a connected life: higher rates of  
responsibility (along with value), purpose, 
self-respect, compassion, and presence.



Forgetting the myth and living each "today" is empowering. How do we get from believing the myth to debunking it? 

I'll continue to use the hiking metaphor. Envision that peak, place it on your map (don't forget to place yourself on the map), 
decide on a path or direction, and then forget about the peak and follow the path in front of you each day. If you've 
done a good job of defining your path to a well envisioned peak, your only task is to walk each day. Forgetting the peak 
is like forgetting "tomorrow" - which takes the daunting nature out of the long journey and allows for a simpler existence.  
Say this out loud, "there is no tomorrow... I'm going to live today in a big way."  Feels good, right? 

Now, along the path are the factors that affect us (positively or negatively) - health, money, relationships, etc. It is very 
important to keep the positive influences on the path; and equally important to shed the weight that keeps you from 
moving forward each day.  

Right now, decide what you spend time on each day that is irrelevant to your main purpose. Is it a video game, bad 
television, politics, sports news, your fantasy sports team, a dramatic relationship or friendship, your phone, drinking, 
smoking, drugs, or maybe a long commute? See if you can take a 48 hour break from it. This break from your habit may 
afford you time take a step toward your vision TODAY. If it feels good, it's probably good for you - so see if you can take 
another break of 72 hours next week... you get the picture. 

As you near your peak, you will likely find another peak in the distance - this is a sure sign that you are on the right path. Our 
purpose reveals itself in layers. If you found out today that the end goal was Everest, you'd probably be too daunted to 
start. Fortunately, we don't see that peak first. We see the attainable stretch goal in front of us; and then if/when we reach 
it we decide we're ready for the next level that we weren't even aware of at the beginning of the journey.  

So what is your next peak? Ask yourself what can you do TODAY, like right this minute, to move in that direction. I hope you 
will forget about the myth of "tomorrow" and commit to the reality of NOW. 

The Myth of Tomorrow
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Have you ever found yourself wishing you 
had more time to do what you wanted to 
do with your life? Do you often find 
yourself making big plans to turn over a 
new leaf "tomorrow" - but "tomorrow" 
never seems to show up? Do your 
birthdays seem to come much faster 
every year? 

Time is slippery. We let it get away from us 
when we believe in the myth of 
"tomorrow." Goals in the distance are 
incredibly important, but only so we can 
extrapolate down to the steps directly in 
front of our feet.  We love Superman 
because he can fly right up to the peak 
without hindrance; but he doesn't have to 
take the small steps that ascend him to a 
peak. Many of us are great at envisioning 
the peak and wanting desperately to get 
there; but the real super men are the ones 
who have a strong enough vision to get 
up and hike each day in the right 
direction, knowing the peak will be there 
when they are ready. It takes real guts to 
see the baby steps and commit to the 
journey. 



The Intelligence of Emotions
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What emotions or feelings do you currently feel most often?

“A taxonomy of emotions is a taxonomy of a creature’s goals.”

Do those emotions or feelings match your goals in life?

“…emotions summarize the way [a creature] conceives of its very identity in the world,  
its sense of what selfhood is and what is central to selfhood.”

Martha Nussbaum, Upheavals of Thought - The Intelligence of Emotions

What would you expect to feel if your emotions matched your goals?

“…emotions [are] essential elements of human intelligence, rather than just as supports or 

props for intelligence… this gives us especially strong reasons to promote the conditions of 

emotional well-being.”



The Wheel of Emotions
by Robert Plutchik



Primary emotion Secondary emotion Tertiary emotion

Love
Affection Adoration · Fondness · Liking · Attractiveness · 

Caring · Tenderness · Compassion · Sentimentality

Lust/Sexual desire Desire · Passion · Infatuation

Longing Longing

Joy

Cheerfulness
Amusement · Bliss · Gaiety · Glee · Jolliness · 
Joviality · Joy · Delight · Enjoyment · Gladness · 
Happiness · Jubilation · Elation · 
Satisfaction ·Ecstasy · Euphoria

Zest Enthusiasm · Zeal · Excitement · Thrill · 
Exhilaration

Contentment Pleasure

Pride Triumph

Optimism Eagerness · Hope

Enthrallment Enthrallment · Rapture

Relief Relief

Surprise Surprise Amazement · Astonishment

Anger

Irritability Aggravation · Agitation · Annoyance · Grouchy · 
Grumpy · Crosspatch

Exasperation Frustration

Rage
Anger · Outrage · Fury · Wrath · Hostility · 
Ferocity · Bitter · Hatred · Scorn · Spite · 
Vengefulness · Dislike · Resentment

Disgust Revulsion · Contempt · Loathing

Envy Jealousy

Torment Torment

Sadness

Suffering Agony · Anguish · Hurt

Sadness
Depression · Despair · Gloom · Glumness · 
Unhappy · Grief · Sorrow · Woe · Misery · 
Melancholy

Disappointment Dismay · Displeasure

Shame Guilt · Regret · Remorse

Neglect
Alienation · Defeatism · Dejection · 
Embarrassment · Homesickness · Humiliation · 
Insecurity · Insult · Isolation · Loneliness · 
Rejection

Sympathy Pity · Mono no aware · Sympathy

Fear
Horror Alarm · Shock · Fear · Fright · Horror · Terror · 

Panic · Hysteria · Mortification

Nervousness Anxiety · Suspense · Uneasiness · Apprehension 
(fear) · Worry · Distress · Dread

 Shaver, P., Schwartz, J., Kirson, D., & O'connor, C. (1987). Emotion knowledge: further exploration of a prototype approach. Journal of 
personality and social psychology, 52(6), 1061. 

Jump up ^ Parrott, W. (2001), "Emotions in Social Psychology", Psychology Press, Philadelphia.

Emotions by Groups
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So much of  our reality is affected by our conscious and unconscious desires. In many senses, your thoughts and feelings (and even 
your thoughts about your feelings) attract many of  the situations around you. This exercise is about attracting the feelings you 
want to have in your life. 

Feelings I Want to Attract:

NOTE from Dale: 
 The 1 for every 5 Rule 

For every 1 negative thought you have 
(even in your unconscious mind), you 
need to have 5 counteracting positive 

thoughts in order to break even on the 
energetic weight of  your thoughts. 

That’s a lot of  positive thinking just to 
break even. 

If  you want to get “good fortune” going 
in your favor, a practice like a short 

meditation on this everyday can focus your mind on positive feelings enough to 
create a HUGE MAGNET for the 

things you want in your life.
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Magnetizing Your Mindset

“There is no affirmation without the 
one who affirms. in this sense, 
everything to which you grant your 
love is yours”  
― Ayn Rand, The Fountainhead

“All I know,' said Candide, 'is that 
we must cultivate our garden.”  
― Voltaire, Candide

“The ability to construct a hypothetical 
situation in one’s imagination prior to it 
actually occurring may afford greater 
accuracy in predicting its eventual 
outcome.”  
― The construction system of the brain 
Demis Hassabis and Eleanor A. Maguire., 
University College London

By constantly telling yourself you can 
achieve something, you predict a 
constructive outcome. Positive repetitive 
thought (RT) has been found to enable:  
(a) recovery from upsetting and traumatic 
events, (b) adaptive preparation and 
anticipatory planning, (c) recovery from 
depression, and (d) uptake of health-
promoting behaviors. 
- Constructive and Unconstructive 
Repetitive Thought 
Edward R. Watkins, University of Exeter.  
American Psychological Association
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Morning Mindset Message
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NOTE from Dale: If I gave you something specific to use here... Try to stay close to verbatim. Do this for as long as you can focus... even if  it’s only 30 seconds to start out. After a few days, you’ll be surprised how long you can manage to repeat this phrase. Try to take mental note of  any feelings or emotions that come up during this exercise.

Your mindset directly precedes and influences the direction and power of  your behavior. Like any complex skill - playing the 
piano, becoming chess grandmaster, or learning a new language – mastering your mindset requires daily practice. 

This exercise will help you develop the muscle that most affects your well-being and quality-of-life... your daily mindset. 

Do this every day for one week. You should begin to see higher levels of  overall drive and happiness. This has been proven to be 
effective by Martin Seligman of  University of  Pennsylvania… so you know it’s not hocus pocus.

Each morning, as soon as you wake up, you will write down one concrete thing you love about your life (maybe based on 
your Big Why Word). You will spend 5-10 minutes in the morning repeating a simple phrase that includes this one 
thing. It may be something like: “I love waking up to sunlight peeking through my curtains.” 

Evening Gratitude List

NOTE from Dale: The Secret to Happiness This single exercise has been proven to increase overall happiness significantly. 

Each evening, before you go to bed, you will write down three concrete things that happened TODAY that made you feel 
hopeful (even small things like a favorite song on the radio). It doesn’t matter what it is, only that it made you feel 
hopeful, thankful, or generally positive. 

NOTE from Dale: The 2 Things You Do Every Day There are 2 things you are guaranteed to do every day of  your life: Wake Up, and Go To Sleep. If  you’re looking to create good habits, start by forming them around those two daily events.
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Mastering Your Daily Mindset
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List of  Most Common Deep Fears
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Your mindset directly precedes and influences the direction and power of  your behavior. Like any complex skill - playing the 
piano, becoming chess grandmaster, or learning a new language – mastering your mindset requires daily practice. 

This exercise will help you develop the muscle that most affects your well-being and quality-of-life... your daily mindset.

There are lots of  simple (and often irrational) fears: sharks, spiders, heights, confined spaces... these are small fears. There 
are really only a handful of  deep fears. We are characterized by one of  these general fears. See if  any of  the below 
words trigger your deepest fear, and circle the 2-3 words that go deepest. 

Your Mask
The Mask we wear to protect ourselves is often shiny and attractive... even glossy. 

I’m afraid I’m broken 
I’m afraid I am not valuable 
I’m afraid I do not matter 
I’m afraid I don’t measure up to expectations 
I’m afraid of feeling too deeply 
I’m afraid I’m alone and nobody sees me 
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Name Your Fear


